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ON THE CORRELATION P,.ADIOMETER TECHNIQUE
I. INTRODUCTION
The most important problem in radiometer technique is to obtain
:. the lowest detectable temperature. Such a minimum detectable temper-
ature is usually determined by the noise fluctuations in the receiver out-
put level, when the real signal {s absent. Since the temperature is
: observed in the form of thermal radiation special techniques must be
employed to reduce spurious fluctuations and internal noises produced
by the receiver circuits, and to differentiate them from the real signal.
The conventional method for reducing the spurious fluctuation and
noise effects of the receiver is to employ an optimum modulation of
signal, so that the spurious spectrum and noise would be cancelled out,
as in the well known Dicke-type system, l
Many types of radiometers have been investigated previously, z ,s ,4 ,s, 6, 7
but the most commonly used one is still the Dicke-type radiometer and
its various modified versions. In this paper, we wish to study the
possibility of the remarkable usefulness of the correlation radiometer,
and to compare it with th£ Dicke-type radiometer with special emphasis
on millimeter applications.
The correlation radiometer consists of two rer.eiver systems with
separate antennas, as shown in Fig. 1. Both antennas are looking at
the same signal source, thus the two signals S, and Sz will be correlated
in time, and upon multiplication they will provide an output proportional
to S. Noise, N l and Nz, introduced by each receiver will necessarily
have a low degree of correlation because of the random nature of Nl and
N z ; thus the correlated output will represent the signal S plus some low
level correlation between N, and N z . In other words, the sensitivity of
the radiometer could be greatly increased due to the low degree of
correlation of N, and N2 •
There are many advantages and disadvantages of the correlation
radiometer. For example, this system of two identical receivers would
be difficult to design in practice, and spurious fluctuations of individual
receivers may have more serious effects at the output of the receiver
as compared to the Dicke-type. Furthermore, the practical correlator
may have a bandwidth much narrowe_ than the receiver bandwidth; in
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Fig. 1. Simple block diagraro_ for the correlation radiometer.
this case the minimum detectable temperature would be increased due
to the loss of bandwidth. However, in the millimeter and submillimeter
wavelength region, and for radiometers used in space probes, these
disadvantages may be offset by some of the advantages of such a system.
In the first place, the correlation radiometer is a natural system
_o use for the interferometer. It means that tracking or beam steering
can be performed on space probes by introducing a phase shift in one of
the antennas without any mecl_nical movements.
Secondly, the microwave switches in Dicke radiometers become"
very lossy and hard to build in the millimeter wavelength region.
Although the optical chopper may be used to replace it, it is hard to
achieve noise compensation with the optical type of chopper. Since
the correlation radiometer does not employ a switching mechanism, it
may have a better sensitivity in this respect.
Thirdly, in the correlation radiometer we can observe simultane-
ously two signals, which are coherent but have different signal strengths
at the receiver inputs. For example, a radio source and its wave
reflected by some body like the moon can be captured by each antenna
separately. The correlation radiometer can th_n be used to _.nal)rze
the scattering and reflection characteristics of the body.
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Finally, it may happen that the radio wave from a source is
interfered with by some natural phenomena for one antenna while the
signal in the other antenna is unaffected. Then the correlated signal
can be utilized for the measurement of the characteristics of the
: obstacles, similar to the double beam optical spectrometer.
Netice that all these advantages (except the elimination of a
chopper) caL, be achieved to a limited degree by the interferometer
type of radiometer using a Dicke-type of detection system° However,
its sensitivity may be lower .:l_n the correlation type of radiometer.
Consider again the _xample of the reflection from the moon, as shown
,I
in Fig. 2. The reflected signal _f the sun by the moon, S s would be
quite weak compared to the background radiation of the moon. If the
Dicke-type of detection is employed both Ss/ and the background
radiation are chopped. Hence it may be quite difficult to distinguish
t
the contribution of S s from the contribution of the "noise" (i. e., the
background radiation). But in the correlation radiometer, Ssun and
S s would have a high degree of correlation, which may yield a much
I The beam steering propertiesbetter sensitivity for measuring S s.
would be the same for both types of radiometers.
0
SSue + NI
Antenno 2
Antento
Moon
Fig. 2. A proposed experiment to study the bi-static
reflection from moon using a correlation
radiometer.
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In this report we have made an analysis of the gain fluctuation
effects _nd other receiver characteristics upon the sensitivity of a
correlation radiometer. An experimental model of the correlator,
the Halltron, has also been tested to examine the practical capability
of such a correlator. A_uC finally, some comparisons between the
two radiometer techniques are di,_cussed to evaluate the usefulness
of correlation radiometer s.
II. MINIMUM DETECTABLE SENSITIVITY
OF A CORRELATION R__DIOMETER
Consider the simplified block diagram of the correlation
radiometer shown in Fig. 1. Its final output power is produced by
correlating the two incident signals, Sl and Sz , and the two noises,
N 1 and Nz , with the multiplier. Therefore, in order to determine
the minimum detectable signal in terms of an equivalent temperature,
AT, one mus_ evaluate the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the
radiometer system° This may be found by calculating the autocorrelation
function of the output of the low pass filter. Let us first, consider the
input terminal voltage of the receivers,
(i) sj(t) + nj (t) 0 - l, z)
where Sj(t) is the signal voltage and nj (t) is the noise voltage _oth
S. and n. are assumed to be random functions with zero mean having
_aussiaz_ distributions (j denotes the receiver number _. The output
voltages of the receivers_before the multiplier, are expressed by
(Z} U(t) = -'%1(t)(S1(t)+ n l(t))+ nil(t)
(3) v(t) = A z(t) (Sz(t) + nz(t)) -_ niz (t)
where Aj(t) (j = I, Z) is the voltage gain of the receiver _mplifier and
Nij(t ) (j = i, Z) is the internal noise of the receiver. In order to make
calculation easier, we replace the noise terrus { n.(t) + ni_(t)/A-(t)} hy
the equivalent .noise voltages at the receiver input, Nj(t) (j = I, _).
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7(4) u(t)=A_(t){S_(t)+ N,(t)}
?
(5) v(t) = A z (t){Sz (t)+ Nz (t)} .
The gain of the receiver Aj(t) (j = 1, 2) can be e_T.ressed by
(6) Aj(t) -- A:j +AAj(t} (j = 1,2)
where A. is the averaged gain _.,- ._A;(t) is the gain variation, AA.
J .J . J
can be assumed to be a randon_ functxoz, w_t,h zero mean and Gausszan
distribution. Since sigr_is coming into the input terminals of the
two receivers are coherent, eflae relation between S l (t) and Sz (t) nla 7
be given by
(7) sz (t) = k s, (t + _)
where k is the amp!itude factor, _ and e is the phase factor, incluclJng
phase differences resulting from both the wave path length and the
internal delay itl the receiver. Then the output voltage of the multiplier
is given by
(8) w(t) = u(t) •v(t)
= A, A z (l+ AAx (t______))(I + AAz (t_{sI(t)+N l(t)}{kS, (t+_ +Nz (t)}.
AI A2
* The gain varL tion of the _ystem is represented by the gain variation
of the amplifier here. The_ e may be many effects contributing to the
output amplitude fluctuation in the system; such as incident signal
strength fluctuations, mixer gain, IF amplifier gain, correlator non-
linearity, and so on. Thus the gain variation function is quite
complicated. It can be assumed as a random function as indicated by
Strum. 8
** For the case where two identical antennas are looking directly at
the same source, K = 1.
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The autocorlelatlon £unction of w(t) is ex_pressed by
(9) R,iv)=_(t)wit+ v)
z z _A l +_Az z
=A, A_0+--)0 ){k2(0_0")+*s(e)++s(V+e)%(-- 0))
Al z A_ z
+ _s .&Nz + kz _.s_N l + _-N,_Nz }
where _b_ , @ and &_T corresponds to the autoco, relation £unction of
. 2_' S "_ _
AAj(t), S_) and Nj(_),Jrespectivel7. Let us now assume that these
signal and noise functions are obtained b7 passing the white noise
thr_,ugha high Q band pass amplifier (i.e,, pre-d_tector RF or IF
circuit)and that the fluctuation spectrum can be treated as RC-noise,
such that they are expressed 9 by
,:.o; *sj - ._sj_-_Aj1_I
" COS O00T
(_z) ,Nj--,Nje'_NJI"t cos_o"
where OA' Os and _N are the mean square value of AA, S and Nj,
respectively; _'A.is the cutoff frequency of the gain fluctuation
spectrum; _s an_ ON. are the halfbandwidths of the bandpass amplifier;
and _o is the center _requency of the amplifier. By substituting
Eqs. (10), (ll)and (1Z) into Eq. (9), we get
= _*AIe'_A_[_[)0+*A2_e-_Az[.[){k_[,zse-Z_sI"]cos_o"(13)R_(_) (I+ A_ A/
+ _s e'_°Sec°s_o0+_s e'_s( "c°S_o(_+O)c°s_°lv'e)]
 _s_N z e'(_s ,ˆ  )Iv Icos zeo T + kz _s_N e'(C_s+_NI)[ v Icos _ov
+ _NCN,-e'(_N_+_Nz)I_JcoS_o_}
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2 2
where we have _eglected the constant product Al Az .- The dc qoxnp.ox_ent
of Rl (v) is
= _ COB2 COO(}(14_ RI (v) ]dc kZ $; e'Z_°sO
which represents the signal componentS. Thus R l(v) is the correlated
output after the multiplier but before the integrator, which is essentially
a low pass filter. Thus the output of the low pass filter is
: (15) Rz (vl)= f fRl(r) i w(f)lz, e'JZ_r f(v -v t) dv df
where w (f) is the tranefer function of the low pass filter. If we
assume that the integratbr (i. e., the low pass filter) has the same
transfer function as an RC network, then
1
. (16) [ W(f)! =. (_ = z_,f)
/ I (_) _,
where e L is the cut off angular frequency. The corresponding
impulse response is
O0
(iv) o(,) = f _;(f)[z ejZ=f, df
--00
co 1 jZ_f_= w e df 1_o= ZTrf)
-o0 I+ (--)z
------ e
Z
The output noise power is the mean square value of the ac terms of the
low pass filteroutput voltages; in this case it can be derived from
Eq. (15)with vt= 0, that is,
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(!8) Rz(0)= ( R_(.) - R, (,)]dc} _-- e d, .
Substitution of Eq. (13) in Eq. (18) yields the following R z (0) after
making some algebraic manipulations and neglecting the terms
containing Z_o, which are filtered out by the pass characteristics of
the network.
I1a_ Rz (0) _- t°L rkZ ' z r . 1 -2 O 1-e -_L0 "-(ZOOs +tOL)O
_'" Z t _'s tZ_ s +_L + (e '_s _'L _ Z_sV+_'L ,--)cosZ_o0 }
+ _s_Nz _'s+a'NI 4a_L + kz : " 1qJsq_N*_s + _'N_ + _'L
1
+_NI qJNz
_Nl + taNz + ¢aL
+ {k, , 1
A1 2 _s ( _S +_L+U)AI + (e-2_s0 1-e-(u)L+fOAl _eu)L + CaAl
e-(2_s +_L +_A l)e
+ ) cos 2_oe )
Z u s + _L + _A,
1 kZ 1
+ d_s_N1
1
, }
+ qJN,_Nz a,N, + _Nz + _L + _A]
1 l_e-(WL_Az )O
+ _ {k_2 (_Os_L+_A_ +(e"_s_
Az z a'L + _Az
+ e-(2_s "__L + _A,_ )e ) cos Z _o0
Z,_,s + w L + _Az
1 1
+@s _Nz ms +a)Nz +c_L +_Az + kz _s_N, _s +_N, +_L +_A z
1
+@N, _Nz a)N, +_Nz +c_i +_Az } ]
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.: In Eq. (19),higher order terms of the gain fluctuation ratio,
such as _A / Al z times _A- /Az z , are neglected, since they are very
small quantities. The ban._width of the siglml spectrum and noise
spectrum are usually much larger than the !ow pass filterbandwidth,
that is,_s >> WL' _N- >> _L' and _o>> _L' _o >> coA.'C°o >> cosand
coo>> _N.j" Thus Rz _0) may be expressed approxir_lately-as
coL {1 1-e-2_L e e'2C°s 0(Z0) Rz (0)_J [kz _z + (e-?_s0- + )cos_o o}
2 _s Zcos coL 2 cos
1 1
+_s d_Nz cos+WNz + kz _s _Nl " cos4.coNl
I ](i+ ¢__+ _Az ) .
+@NI _Nz " coNl _ _Nz AIz
Since the noise spectrum and the sigr_l spectrum may be assumed to
have nearly equal bandwidths, then _s = coN1 = _Nz = wi* Thus we
get
1 col
(21) R z (0) 4 _i [kZCsz{I+ (e'_ie l'c-_Le- " ?_i +_-'?'_i0")cos _-o e}
col
+ _'sCN z + kz ¢s CNl + "¢Nl CNz ](I + ¢A-_I-+d_A----_z) .
AI z Az z
The output signal-to-noise ratio is given by
S R l(v )]dc(zz) - = =
N Rz (0)
-2_i® zkz _bsz e cos Woe
4"-_-iI_L [kz Czs{1+(e._i.e?_i_L ° (l"e"?_L_+e'2_i_c°sZw_}_s_Nz +kz CsCN, +_N
(I+_A+ _A2 ).
Al z Az z
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We may put 8 equal to zero in Eq. (ZZ) without losing any generality,
since i_ is always possible to cancel out any phase difference by
adjusting the phase of the receiver. Then Eq° (ZZ) becomes, for e = 0
and 2_oi = _I(_i is the bandwidth ¢_ the pre-detector amplifier).
S Z k z qJsz(z3 - =
N (Zk a _bsZ + dJs_Nz + k z CsCNi +¢N,¢Nz )(I + q;Al +_)
. A1 z A_ z
This S/N ratio result can be simp!ified further if one mows the
approximate magnitudes of the signal and the noise.
2 1. The Effect of Input Signal Strength
a. Small input si._nal case
If _ is assumed much greater than _s z , we get
S 2 k z _s z ¢oI 1(?.4) -- = •
N CNI CNz _°L (1+ _A, z + _--_zz)
where _s' _N and @A correspond to the mean square value of the voltage
functions, esZ• _N z and _A z , respectively, that is, they are
proportional to the power in the signal• noise and mean squ_re value of
the amplitude fluctuations • respectively.
The minimum detectable signal temperature AT is usuzdly
de£-ined as the AT that would produce enough signal power to give
unity out'put signal to noise ratio.
Putting S/N equal to unity, and substituting _ for _, one obtains
Z
z . _ , I._ __L z
(ZS) (rs4 = °'N* °'Nz Z k z " _°l (I+ _A, z + (rA--'/'-a&z* ) "
From the equation for Johnson noise power, we know
z AT(Z6) er = k "S
1093-6 I0
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(zT) _Njz =k ToFj (j= 1,z)
where k is the Boltzman constant, T o is the input noise temperature
of the receiver, and Fj is the operating noise figure of the amplifiers.
; Therefore the minimum detectable temperature difference under
. the condition where there exist gain fluctuation in the receiver is:
To FI Fz _L _A, + _Az(2.8) AT = l-- 1 + z z "
r-- 4 Ax Az4Z k _I ,
(Z_T << Te)
The fluctuation factor in Eq. (Z8) is approximately expressed by
2 2
• 1 _A l _Az(Zg) r = - ( + ) .
z z z
A, Az
When F 1 = F•z = F, Eq. (Z8) could be combined with Eq. (zg) to give
(30) z_T - T°F [ eL . (I+ £).
_-k e1
Usually the gain of both amplifiers would be the same. However, if
one input signal is much smaller than the other one, the gain of one of
the receivers may need to be increased to become larger than that of
the other receiver.
Z Z Z Z
Consider[ngzz such a case_ we put A z = aA, ' _Az (zg).= _AT_en
and _A1 /AI = k, and substitute these quantities into Eq.
(31) r = - k,(l+-- )
Z e
=k I x
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where
(3;') x= -(I+ -) .
2. a
The relation expressed by Eqs. (31) and (32) is plotted in Figs. 3 and 4.
One could easily obtain the gain fluctuation factor for any combination
of a and B from these figures. For example, if the gain of one receiver
is 6 db larger _.han that of the other receiver, say a = 4, and the
fluctuation power of one receiver is five times larger than that of the
other receiver, say B = 5 we get x = 1.125, or T = 1. lZ5(T0) when the
fluctuation rate of one receiver is 1T0, say k I = l(T0) .
From Fig. 4, we could determine directly the maximum B that
could be allowed for a partic_lar set of values of gain fluctuation factor,
x, and the gain ratio of the receivers, a.
"°lil,
2 2.0
! 1.5 -
,
r-, 0.5 ....
.t. 0 0 ......
; 0 I 2 3 4 5
(3db) (6db)
Fig. 3. The relation between gain ratio in each receiver
and fluctuation factor -- x = I/2 (I + B/_)
(fluctuation factor) I" = x • k I .
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Fig. 4. The relation between gain ratio and fluctuation
ratio of each receiver.
b. Different signal input case
In this case we assulne that there exists no gain fluctuation in
2 = Z =0.
the system; i.e., _AI _Az
From Eq. (Z3), we obtain
S Z coI
(33) -- : I I 1 eLN Z+-- +__ +
Rl Rz Rl Rz
where
k z
(34; R1 _s
Cs
- and R z = .
ON, CNz
1093-6 13
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If the one input signal strength is much larger than the other and if we
assume that ¢N1 " _Nz we obtain the following relations;
(1) when R l >>1 >>R z
S _oI
(35) -- = 2Rz " --
N WL
(Z) when R l >>R z >>i
(36) S _ .
N
_L
This result means that in the case of large input signal-to-noise
ratio the output signal-to-noise ratio is only determined by the ratio of
the amplifier bandwidth to low pass filter bandwidth, similar to the
case of detection of a continuous modulated signal.
c. Ec_Lual input signal strength case
In this casek =1; i.e., R l =R z = R (when0_N 1 =_N_ )' thus
S Z
(37a) N = Z 12 + -- + -- _0L
R R z
2 R z _I
(37b) = • -- .
Z R z +ZR+I e L
When the input signal-to-noise ratio is very large
S el
(38) -- =-- .. (R>_l) .
N _L
When the input signal-to-noise ratio is very small
S _0I(39) -- = 2R z (R<< I)
_L
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Equation (38) shows the same result as Eq. (36) with unity k and no
fluctuation• Equation (39) shows the same result as Eq. (Z4),
(putting_Nl = _Nz = _N and _s/_N= 1%in Eq. (>4)).
Comparison of these results with Goldsteinls results _ shows
a slight difference in the factor _--_ of the coefficient of minimum
detectable AT. The reason for the difference is that Goldstein
assumed a differer, t band pass characteristic for the receivers and
This difference of _-Z-isjust the ratio of the rectangular
characteristics (assumed by Goldstein for both the receiver and
low pass filter) to th6 band pass and KC characteristics (assumed
by us in this report for the receiver and the low pass filter,
respectivcly). With this difference in mind, our results should be
considered to be equivalent to Ggldstein's results.
Z.Z. The Effect of Gain Fluctuation to No; se Figure
The noise figure of the system may be described as the root
mean product of the noise figure of each receiver, neglecting the
noise in the multiplier and low frequency amplifiers, as shown in
Eq. (Z8).
In the preceding analysis the noise figure was assumed to be
constant. However, the noise figure would be varied by the gain
fluctuation in the system, depending upon the type of receivers used
for the radiometer. For example, if one used a conventional superheterodyne
receiver, where the noise figure of the receiver system is predominantly
the noise figure of the mixer, then the effect of gain fluctuations on the total
noise figure would be, small. On the other hand if some low noise mixer is
used such that the noise of the receiver is predominantly due to the noise
of the post mixer circuit, tLe noise figure would be affected significantly
by the amplifier gain. To estimate the seriousness of gain fluctuation
upon the noise figure of the amplifier we shah consider a special case
where N i is considered to be independent of the gain. The noise figure
F is expressed by
(40) F = I + Ni
A N_
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Thus if the gain, A, is changed, F should be varied by the influence of
the gain variation. That is
(41) _ F _ 1 N i
A A z N l
From Eqs. (40) and _41), we get the relation
F 8A
(4Z) __ - .
F -I A
Ifwe could assume that _F equals (F(t)- F) and _A tc (A(t)-A)
approximately, the following relation would be obtained,
(43) F(t) = (I+ r) {F-I) + 1
where r = _A(t) - A[
A
The noise figure for effective temperature is expressed by
Ta
(44) F e =F o + -- - 1
T O
T a
=(I r) i)+--
T O
l
where T a is the effective input tomperature of the :eceiver. F o is the
standard noise fisur_ ant" T o is the standard temperature, say zg0°K.
Thus the variation of the noise figure due to gain variation is given by
(45) JFIFz = [{(I+ r,)(Fo, - i) +_/1 {(I + rz)(Foz-1 ) +_}]_
T o T O
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• 2o 3. The Effect of Unequal Bandwidth
-_. The receivers in the correlation radiometer may have different
bandwidths. In order to calculate this effect on the minimum detectable
temperature, let us assume that the bandwidths (i; e., one half of total
•"_-_ of the receivers are COo - co - co and cos "
..... _ n 1 I1 -- - coIz FromEq.091,we oStainthefollo  ngrelation,fore= con,
coL 2 1
+coI{46) Rz CO) -_ [kz _: • + _Nz coil z2 coil coIz
1 ¢N1 CN_ ]
+k_ Cs ¢N1 " coi_ +coil + coil +_°Iz
-:
- L. _L+co [2k "_¢s _ +¢sCN__ +k 2 CsCN 1 +¢N 1 CN 2 ]
3 coil Iz
where the gain fluctuation terms are neglected. Assuming c0iz = c_i1 ,then
col 1
• {47) Rz{0)---_'--- ._ [Zk z_s z +_s_N z +k z_s _Nl *_Nl _Nz ] "
• _Ii 1 + a
From this result, we conclude that the effect of the different bandwidths
of the receivers would increase the minimum detectable temperature bF
a factor of (1 + a). For carefully constructed receiver, a should be
small. Thus it would not affect the minimum detectable temperature
significantly, even if cz varies with time, as we sometimes see in practice•
2.4. The Effect of Receiver Phase Errors in the
Dicke and the Correlation Radiometers
In the Dicke syster_, phase errors between the chopper and the
coherent detector in the receiver may be observe(; at the receiver
output as a correlation error, and the signal-to-noise ratio would be
changed to some extent.
1093-6 17
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For convenierce's sake let us consider Goldstein's trea.tment, _
in which the multiplier output _,(t) is expressed b_- _(t) = v(t) sin 2Tr qt,
where v(t) is the output of the band-p_.,:s filter (Fig. 5) ana. q is the
/ r 1Noise
Ylt, = zs(t)Li +Sin 2_rqtJ+ n(t )
(t) " ! L_i/ Squc,e |
S(t ) t ModulatorJ _ I ! Detector I I
fo ±_ ' _x(tl=kyZ(t)Sip 2_rqt |,. .....
Sin 2 Multiplier < _2' Filter J 2-"
oJ(tl=v(t)Sin27rqtT_ v(t)/[A+Bm(t)] Sin 2"/rqt
I Low Pass I _ OutputFilter 17"
.._
Fig. 5. Model of the Dicke-radiometer.
frequency of the multiplier input, which is also equal to the modulation
frequency, v(t) can be written, as Goldstein showed,
(48) v(t) = [A + B m (t)] sin Ztr qt
as the output of the band pass filter, where A and B are constants and
m.(t) is a random voltage, which represents noise components. If
• _re would be some phase error of amount _, "_(t) can be written
(49) _(t) = v(t) sin (Zw qt + _) ,
1093-6 18
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By substituting Eq. (48) into Eq. (49), _(t) is given by
(50) :_(t) = [A + B re(t)/ sin 2_r qt sin (Z_r qt + _)
while c0(t) = [A + B m(t)]sin z 2_ qt in the case for no phase error.
The autocorrelation function of _(t), neglecting tcrms that are
removec: ')y the low pass filter, is then
(51) _(t)_(t +V) = R_(_) " cos z ¢
where R_ (v) is the autocorrelation function of c0(t)in the case of no
phase variation. Thus we obtain
S SO 1
(5Z) -- = -- •
N N O cos z
where So/N o is the signal-to-noise ratio in the case of no phase
variation.
in practice, ¢ zL_aypossibly be changing with time, and should
not be considered a constant. However, if the amount of phase
variation in the receiver were very small, cos z ¢ would be near
unity, so the signal-_o-noise ratio would be practically unci_anged.
For a correlation radiometer, phase errors would cause much
: smaller effects at the output, because the multiplier output of the two
signals in the correlation radiometer is determined by the autocorrelation
function of these two variables, and the autocorrelation function is
independent of the phase factor, e shown in Eq. (17).
2.5. The Effects of Correlator Characteristics
:. In practice, one would expect that t_e correlator (i. e. , the multiplier)
:. may have certain characteristics such as nonlinear characteristics,
: limitation in bandwidth, and correlation error due to finite integration
_ time, that would tend to increase the minimum detectable telnperature
_. of the correlation radiometer.
(
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(a) Nonline&rity
Le_ ue consider first the nonlinearity of the multiplier. Since
the multiplier characteristic is not perfectly linear, an erx_r due to nonlinearit
of the multipher would be anticipated. Assuming that the correiator
has a nonlinearity factor 5, the output of the multiplier can be expressed
by the follo_-ing formula:
1+5(s3) _(t) = {u(t) : v(t)}
where all the notations are the same as the ones used in Fig. I.
Hence
(54) e(t) = {(Si +Ni)(Sz +Nz)}l + 5
I Si Sz I + 6
= (N IN z ) {( I +__) (I +__)}
N i Nz
S_ + 5
=_N,N z {(1+_) (I + Sz )}!
N, Nz
In the case of small input signal-to-noise ratio, _o(_)is expressed by
S!
(ss) _(t) -N_N2 {I+ (1+ o) -- } {I+ (1+ 5_s2}
N l Nz
Sz S l Sz
= N IN z {I +(I +5) ( Sl +-- ) + (1 H}
N l Nz N lNz
Z
= NiN z + (I+5) (SINz +Sz N,) + (I +5) SiSz.
1+5
(I + x) has been approximated by 1 + (I + 5)x for x << I .
The autocorrelation function of e(t) is given by
093-6 Z0
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Z_
(56) R,(T)=N,N'. +(1+5) (S, Nz +8-_:)+(1+5) 4 8_z .
, Here, as in Section 2.1 we assumed tba_
S, = S(T )
Sz = kS(T + e)
and the autocorrelation function of N and S are taken to be _n and _s'
respectively. Thus Eq..(56) can be written as
Z
(57) R, (v) = 4_n, 6") @Pn] (T) + (I + 5) (4ps(V 5 q_nz (T) +k z ._s(T) 4pn 16"))
z z
+ k (I + 554 {_s z (T 5 + 0s (e) +_81T + _ _slT = e)} .
Again signal and noise passed through a band limited circuit are
ass,_ned to have the following properties:
(585 ¢,(T)= Ose'cos!T [ c°s coot
,I,.(T5=@ne'C°n[T[ c°s COoT
Henc e,
1595 Rz (T5= On,_n'.e-lcon*+ con'.)I_ [ cos" cooT
+c_+_)'(,_% o'(_"+_',)1"I+k, ,,% _-('_,+%)I-I)
Z
COS COOT
; + 11+514@ • cos COoT
v
, +e'"_(!"+ol+), - of).co__o(,+_ co,_o(,"-
:" -ZcosO. z+ e cos coo01.} .
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The signal component is the dc component of K l(_), that is
- k2 e'_S0* c°sZ coo 0 .Rl(v) ]dc @; (I + O)4
The noise output power of the low pass filteris given by Eq. (59).
Therefore we obtain the following equation:
z 1
col . 1 + (I+ 5) {¢sCnz(60) Rz (0)=m [¢n,@nz + " +2 conI conz cos conz
1 1 e-2_s 0
+k z . }+k z z(i+5)4_ +
_s_n' cos + con, _s 2 cos
1- e'coL e
+ e'_se} ] .
col
coI
For 0= 0andcos = = = m
con 1 con_ 2 '
_ z (1+5)" ]1 COL [_bni_nz+(l+O)z (_bsCnz +kz_s_bnl)+zkz_bs . •(61) Rz (0) 2.coI
Hence the signal-to-noise ratio is given by
S 2 _Zk z(l +5) 4 coIs
(62) "_= [_nl_n2 +(I+5)2 (¢S_nz +kz _s_nl)+2kz _sz (I+5) 4 ] col
which can be rewritten as follows, similar to _,q. (33),
(63) S 2(I + 8)4 u>I
-= 1 "I 1 "--
N Z(I+5)4 +(I+5) z (_ +-- )+_ colRz R lRz
where we assumed CNI = _Nz " Error due to nonlinearity may bedefined by a, that is
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(64) cz -
So
N o
where So/N o is the signal-to-noise ratio with.out nonlinearity. From
Eqs. (33), (63) and (64), _ is given approximate, r by
ZS(._ + Rz + Z)(65) a =
Z(? +45) R 1R.z  (l+ZS)(RI +Rz) +I
(_ << I)
Let us consider some special cases.
(1) for the conditionR l << landR z << 1,
(66) cz = 40
(Z) for the condition Rl >> 1 >> i%z ,
(67) _ = _-5
(3J for the condition R 1 >> 1 and Rz >> I,
c_=0.
In all cases, as the nonlinearity factor 5 is always much less
than unity, we are able to say that err,all nonlinearity of the multiplier
does not significantly affect the output signal-to-noise ratio.
One thing for which we must take care is the input signal level,
which may be amplified up to or near to the saturation level at the
input of the multiplier. This occurs when the input signal strength
is large and the ampliCier has sufficient gain to cause saturation of
the signal level. At or near the saturation region, 5 would no longer
be considered much less tl_n unity, and the error due to the nonlinearity
factor would tend to increase as 5 becomes large.
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(b) Bandwidth limitation
The limi_+_icn of the multiplier bandwidth and its operating
frequency is a serious problem in a correlation radiometer. Our
deriva+_ion is valid when the multiplier is able to operate at the
frequency of the preceding amplifier and has a bandwidth as wide as
that of the amplifier. Consider the following example. Let the
receivers be _wo superheterodyne receivers having two if amplifiers
operating at 30 mc with 4 mc bandwidth. If the multiplier could
operate only between 0 and 1 me, then the output voltages of the
if amplifiers will not be correlated by the multiplier at all. If a
square law detector is inserted between the ainplifier and the
multiplier, then the correlator would correlate effectively the outputs
of the detectors within its bandwidth. In this case _-he minimum
detectable signal (M. D. S, ) is proportional to the ratio of _L to coF*
(c. f. , Appendix I) where coL is the cut off frequency of the post
multiplier integrator and coF the cut off frequency of the low pass
filter following the detector.
The bandwidth of the multiplier coM should be the same or larger
than that of the low pass filter. It follows that with the small bandwidth
of the multiplier the M. D.S. would be increased by the factor of coF/coM .
The same result would be obtained if the square law detector is replaced
by an heterodyne receiver which transfers the band pass spectrum of the
output of the if amplifier to a low pass spectrum. Usually coM is much
smaller than coI, thus the signal-to-noise ratio is limited by coM/coL.
For the case where coM is larger than coI the maximum signal-to-noise
ratio would then be limited by the ratio of coi/coL.
If we could expect to utilize a correlator that l-_s high operating
frequency and wide bandwidth by means of, for e. ,n_ie, elect.tonic
devices such a_ a heterodyne detector, the cliscu _ -.nn made above
might no longer be necessary,
(c) Error due to finite integration time
Another important problem in t_he correlator is the error due to
the finite integration time. Output signal-to-noise ratio is affected by
the integration time of the correlator. In our derivation we have
assumed that the integration time is infinite, while in prac_ce it
should be finite, as the averaging over an infinite time interval would
be experimentally impossible. When the integrating circuit has the
I093--6 24
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the form of RC low pass filter and a finite duration of observation
interval T o is used, the S/N measured is expressed by
2
RIz 1_o) 11 " e'_LT°) z
168) s ]- _ To .coL )
N meas. COL JO e [l-e"ZcoL(T°'" ]R_(-) dT
as shown by Davenport, 13 where 1%,z (T o ) is the mean value of the
:_ product function and 1%_(T) is the autocorrelation function of the
product fonction minus the mean value 1%1z (v o), that is to say_
(69) R_,T ) = Rx('r ) - Rl z (T 0 )
where Rx(T ) is the autocorrelation function of the product function.
The specification of "small" T O or "large" T o corresponds to
the requirement that T O be small or large compared to the filter
time constant I/co L. Let us consider the S/N]meas. for these two
limiting case for T o. For very large values of T o, the S/N]meas.
becomes independent of the duration of the observation interval as
follows:
Z
S ] R, z (T o)(70) ] as T O "_00
meas. coL .1e-coLT 1%_T ) dr
v0
For very small values of T o,
z (To)To
(71 - aS T O -_0 ,
meas. Zk (i- --T ) RF(z) dT
"Jo T O
Equation (65) is derived for the case where the upper limit of integration
is assumed to be infinite. From Eq. (63) signal-to-noise ratio can be
maximized 5 for a given observation time with
1093-6 Z5
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1.3
(72) _L - •T
Substituting Eq. (72) into Eq. (24), we obtain
S kz Csz
(73) --= 0.27 ¢oiTN • *
qJNi_Nz
The minimum detectablesensitivityis given by
Z 1 1
(74) O'sz = 0.7 _n --" (_°IT)'_k
The relation is plotted in Fig. 6 for the case of k = 1 and 4 mc bandwidth;
say fI = 4(mc) where
(7s) fl-_ •
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i ........
162 _ ............
!0"-- k= I
(,o.= 27r x4 x 106
iJ ....
l_6 t6" I_2 = Ioz
T ( Second )--->-
Fig. 6. The minimum detectable signal power and
permissible output fluctuation rate versus
observation time.
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111. COI_{PARISON OF T:-v. DICKE AND CORRELATION
RA DI OMET ER
(a) General Conception
The Dicke type radiometer has been most commonly used at
microwave frequencies because of its ability to overcome noise and
gain fluctuation effects_ to give low minJnmm detectable signals.
However, in the millim.oter wave region, low noise electronic
switching schemes are e,_:tremely difficult to employ. Although
mechanical choppers could be used in front of the receiving horn_
noise compen:--ation would be difficult to achieve u, ith mechanical
choppers. Additional noise from the millimeter rave components plus
the noise contributed by the choppers would tend to increase substantially
the minimum detectable temperature_ especially at the shorter m.m.
wavelength.
On the other hand, the correlation radiometer eliminates the
chopper system. We have shown that the effects ol gain fluctuation
on the minimum detectable sensitivity {M.D.S.) are nearly the same
as in the Dicke system. Furthermore_ there are many merits of the
correlation radiometer for applications in space exploratory observati6ns
as discussed in the introduction. Therefore if an ideal correlation
radiometer could be built_ it would be superior to the Dicke system_
especially for m.m. wave applications. In practice_ the most serious
drawback of the correlation radiometer is the limitatiou of the M.D.S.
due to the bandwidth limitation of the multiplier. Because the multiplier
bandwidth is usually much smaller than the amplifier bandwidth_ the
M.D.S. is limited by the ratio of the multiplier bandwidth to the
integrator bandwidth rather than the ratio of the amplifier bandwidth
to the _ntegrator bandwidth. Therefore_ the practical construction of
the multiplier seems to be the most serious problem in the correlation
radiometer.
(b) Sensitivity
To make clear the comparison of a correlation radiometer with
a Dicke radiometer_ let us consider the temperature sensitivity of the
receiver as an examples taking some special cases •
The output signal-to-noise ratio is expressed by
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S 2 _I[33) - =
_LN I I I
" 2+__ +__ +_
_ RI Rz R,R2
as we have already shown in the preceding section.
For th_ case of small input signal strengths, with both signals
• and amplifiers identical,
;. (39) S
-2RZ " -- {RI = Rz = R}.
N _oL
=. In this case the sensitivity is defined as the signal power to give unity
output signal-to-noise ratio. Input signal-to-noise ratio R can be
directly expressed in terms of temperature as
;_ (76) R- _S ___AT
_N Tn
where T n is the internal noise _emperature_ FaT o (Fig. 7). Thus by
FeTo
x .r'T'=y'a Output _ TI T2
_ _ff'---_ LPF l-----o
FeTo
T2> tAmplifiert_I AT- _ "v w z
T i = T2= AT << FeTo
-i-
Fig, 7. Model diagram of the correlation radiometer in the
case of small input signal strengths.
J
3
_
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substituting Eq. [76) into Eq. {39), we obtain
,]Z
In the Dicke-type radiometer, {Fig. 8)j we can expect the same
sensitivity as the correlation radiometer shown in Eq. (78).
(78) AT = K FeToi _-_
where K is & constant.
Fe To
AT_Choppe"r' t IAmplifierL__j ' ___put ¢; Z_TDetector Integrator....... } I
OjI (dL
Reference _//_L
AT = K X ToFe "v (_I
Fig. 8. Model diagr=rn of the Dicke type radiometer.
We may say that in the gimplest case; where both amplifiers
and both signals are identical and the input signals are very small
colmpared to the internal noise of the receiver_ the correlation and
Dicke-type radiometer are comparable_ eycept for a factor of order
- unity from the coefficient K.
For the case of different input signal strengths_ in which we
are most interested because of the possibility of making reflection
me.--o-:rements_ the output signal-to-noise ratio_ for a special case_
is expressed by
1(,93-6 30
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(35) _s:z Rz _L_L (R_>>_>>R2)
where the assumption was made that i_ >> 1 >> I%z , and _NI = _Nz ,
that iss one input signal strength is much larger than the internal noise
of the receiver (TI >> FeTo), and the other input signal strength is
much smaller than the internal noise (Tz _< FeTo).
For this case, if the output signal power is much larger than
the noise power, the concept of the minimum detectable sensitivity
would no longer be adenuate for characterizing the receiver (c.f.s
Appendix II). It would be better to define a differential temperature
_T, which corresponds to an increment in the output signal powers
: which also has the meaning of an accuracy of measurement. It is
expressed by
: (79) _ -k A--Z-T
S T ,
where T is the temperature corresponding to the output signal powers
and k is a constant. Since the output signal power is proportional to
the product of the two input signal temperatures (Fig. 9)
(80) S= CT, Tz
= C K" T,Z
Fe To
I Amplif ier j
!
o' So
_t. No
i,tTZ> mplif _I AT= F%T (No
T2TI = AT << FeTo = 2 " _oI
Fig. 9. Model diagram of the correlation radiometer in the
case of different input signal strengths.
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where C is a constant and K:- = Tz /Tl • Thus
(8I) _ _ Z_T_
S TI
Since in this case LXScoI responds to a fluctuation corn..ponent_
it corre., ponds to the noise term_ so that
(8Z) S _ SN
and thus
(83) TI 1 = 2Rz _I AT: _°I7" -z- --T n _L "
The fluctuation of the output is predominantly given by AT1 • since T1 is
assumed to be much longer than T z . Thus we may set ATz = AT1 - AT
in Eq. (83).
Thus AT _s expressed by
_T_FeT o [ mL
(84) AT = 2 J _-_ •
That means that the differential temperature depends on one input
signal ternperature TI and would be much larger than that of the
Dicke-type radiometer, if we could define such an accuracy for the
Dicke radiometer. Then we cannot say that the correlation radiometer
would be more effective than Dicke radiometer for the case of high
output signal-to-noise ratio. However for the Dlcke radiometer s we
cannot exactly introduce such an "accuracy" in the case of receiving
two sigrtals_because by means of Dicke radiometer# we cannot
simultaneously receive two signals. Even ifwe could use two antennas
for the Dicke system_ we would not be able to obtain a better signal-
to-nolse ratio than in the correlation radiometer_ as each channel acts
as an independent Dicke- receiver.
Ifthe output signal level is comparable to the noise level# we
should take the signal power to give unity output signal-to-noise ratio
as the M •D..S •, that is
1093-6 32
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{85) ZRz, _I I
_L
Thus
(86) _T = FeTo _L
Z " _I (Rx >> I >> Rz)
for the case of IRa >> 1 >> Rz - This result means t_-_tthe sensitivity
_s greatly affected by the internal noise and is direc£1y proportional to
the noise temperature T n and ,_L/_I, !n this case (R: >> I >> Rz ) the
M.D.S. would seem to be better than in the Dickp. radiometer by a
factor of J_L/,_Ii except for factor of order ,u_ity.
We may conclude that for tho case of a low output s_nal-to-noise
ratio_ the correlation radio_,eter would be superior because of the
suppre&sion o_the background noise by correl&tion_ even when signal-
to-internal-noise xa*.io would be the same for th6 Dtcke and correlation
raCiometers. However1 we must be careful for the correlation radiometer
that is receiving _wo signals_ one of which has a much larger strength
: than the other t we cannot expect sufficient signal-to-noise ratio_ unlees
" the +.wo signals could effectively be correlated with each other.
k
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IV • CONCLUSIONS
Based upon the preceding discussions_ we can cenclade that
at the present time the usefulness of correlation radiometer probably
would be limited to some special applications only. For example, if
one is interested in measuring the emission from a discrete emisszon
line spectrum_ then one would normally use a narrow bp_ndwidth radio-
meter and the limitations on the multiplier would not be serious.
Instead_ one would gain from the flexibility of the correlation radio-
me_.er for such an application. On the other hand, if one is interested
in measuring the reflected radiation of the sun from the moon, the
correlation radiometer is also superior to the Dicke radiometer. Here_
the correlation radiometer would correlate on]¥ the radiation of the
sun while the Dicke radiometer would chop the background radiation
of the moon as well as the radiation of the sun reflected from the moon.
This may increase the sensitivity of measuring the reflected signal
despite the loss of bandwidth due to _he multiplier. Of course, with
the advancement of the state of the art of electronic devices, multipliers
with a large bandwidth and high operating frequency may be found in the
future such that the limitation on bandwidths is no longer a problem.
In that case, the flexibility of the correlation radiometer would make
it a more attractive radiometer than the Dicke system.
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' APPENDIX I: SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO OF THE CORRELATION
RADIOMETER WITH A SQUARE-LAW DETECTOR
BETWEEN THE AMPLIFIER AND THE MULTIPLIER
Let us consider Fig. A-I and _ ig. A-Z. The autocorrelation
function of the output of the square-law detector in Fig. A-I is ex-
pressed by
(A-I) R_(T)= _y"
-_ )z , )z= (S,+n, (S,+nl
,Z Z
=s_•_ +zs,s_+s_•nl_+S_ •n,
: + 4SIS! " nlnl + .nl " nl + 2 nl
where the primed quantities are functions of (t+ v ) and the unprimed
quantities are functions of t; ti.edetector's specific constant has been
neglected; and the gain of the amplifier has been assumed to be ,mity.
If we assume that the amplifier has a rectangu]._r band pass
characteristic_ the quantities in Eq. (A-I) are given by
(A-Z) Sz = s"z=_zS
Z /Z 2
n =n =o"n
_= o.sZ sin _w(_7• • COS _0 T
:_U7
-- z . sin _ (_7
nn I = O"n - - f COS _0 T •
WQ7
They the spectral density of the output of the detector is obtained as
'_ follow s,
: (A-3) Gs (f)= 4 (,;r)"cos Z_fv df
":'- = (CrSlZ+ °'nlZ) [Slf)+ Z.G--.IGz''-L
, (0< f < a)
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fo+-
Noise Ni ! .
x = Slth t'_ llA
JDetectorlJSquareLaw__=t Fi Iter J"PassL°W_JlB' R=_(l") = Rid c + Ri s('r) + RIn(T)
(Slt'hl)Z ' "y2y-x- 1 Lo.!
RI (T) = yy----T Multiplier _ Pass _ OutputIFi_terl
_
!
Square Low ILaw ----=- Pass
De,actor Filter il '82 i_(T')=R2dc+R2s(T+_)+R2n(T')
I _ IA!
$2 N-_'[ °'mplifi er !
02
fo + T
Fig. A-l, Model d,iagrr_m of the correlation radiometer with
squ&re-l&w-detector between amplifier and multiplier.
,B
!
(_o + oJI_ I
- I Rs('c) = Rs(T)+Rnl('r)
Si(t) ,_ Amplifier ! , iNi(t) I
I
l ,r
' IMU,,eI Lo..OutputI I i ii " _ Pass --_Filter _L
(Uo+_oJz II
_s(t *e._L_=.l
N2(t ) -- iAmplifier ) = Rs(T+e) + Rn2(T)
I BI
Fig. A-Z, Model diagram of the correlation radiometer.
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where 5(f) is a delta function. The first term of Eq. {A-3) shows the
dc component of the output and the second term shows the ac part of
the output. The output power of the low pass filter_ which has a
rectangular pass band from 0 to _ • is expressed by
{A-4) Pl = _0 Gl (f) df
= Pi dc ¢" Pl a¢
" where
z z z
_A-5) Pl de = (aS, + <Ynl.)
z_z
, _z ) _ {% >> Bl) "(A- 6 } Pl am = Z{¢)Si + nl
Thus the autocorrelation function of the input voltage to the multiplier
is given by
z z z z z)z _z
{A-7} Ri (T} = {_SI + _nl } + Z(_ 1 + CYnl _I _1(7}
where _1 {_) is the Fourier transform of the spectral density of the
low pass filter output.
Let
{,A.-8) R_{,)= adoa + RacS, + Rac n I
where
2 Z }2(A-9) Rdcl= (_s_ + an,
; 4 _1
• s,=Z°s, *,I,I
,?
:. z z z _1
._- Racxx ! = ZtTnI {Z_S! + (Tnl} _.. ¢_l(_r.)
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In _.he equation {A-9) Rdq is the d-c term of the autocorrelation
function of both the signal and the noise components; R acSl is the a-c
term of the autocorrelation function of the signal; and Racnl is that
of the noise. By a similar manipulation we can obtain R[{_, • + 0}j
where e is the time delay, with which Sz should be correL _'ed to Sl ,
that is
/
{A-IO) Rz(T,_+e) = Rdc2+RacSz(_+e)+ m_cnz (.T) .
The output of the multiplier is obtained by means of the correlation
between those two components. In practice we can balance the com-
ponents Rdc., and Rdc 2 out before the input stage of the multiplier_ so
it is sufficient for us to consider only the ac-terms in Eq. (A-8) and
{A-10). They are expressed by
(A-I1) Rac S I _ _l
-d--*l1_)l
B'aCnl _(-_I' _bl{V)
Rac S2 _ o-A-z01(v+ 0)
az
Racnz _, 13--3-z ¢z (_) •
C_z
In order to obtain the signal-to-noise ratio of the output_ let us
consider that the all components in the right side of the dotted line
AA/in Fig. A-1 correspond to all the components in tb-_ right side of
She dotted line BB _ in Fig. A-Z.
The autocorrelation functions of the signal and the noise components_
Rac S(I") and Rac n{V) in Fig. A-1 then correspond to those of the signal
and noise components RS(_ and Rn[V) in Fig. Ao2. These relations are
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Rac% = RS{_)= _S x(_,
Racnj = Rnl(_) = @nl /1{v)
{A-_Z)
RacSz = RS(V+e) = ,SX{Z+o)
Racnz = Rnz (v) = _nz Yz {'r)
where x{_) and y(v) are *.he Fourier transforms of the spectral densities
of the amplifier output, related to the signal and noise_ respectively_
and @S and _bn arc thcir constant terms a_. used in the preceding sections.
From Eqs. (A-9) and (A-IZ)_ we obtain _he following relations
by equating the constant terms of (A-11) to those of (A-1Z)_ and _bI (_)
and _bz (_) to x{_) and y(_);
(z1
_n I oC
_Szc,az
_
Thus the output signRl-to-noise ratio can be obtained by substituting
the relations (A-13) into Eq. t24)1 that is#
z
- = VS .(24) S ,,kz el
N _bNxt_Nz w L
hence
{A-14) S _ k2 .
N ¥
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where we have assumed a = a I - az , _l_._a_l = _z;and_ and_.in Fig. A-2 are rep!aced bv Y and _ in__o. A-_. Equatio L {A-14_
means that the signal-to-noise ratio is proportional to _ [¥.
From this result we are ao!e to show that the M.D.S. "s
proportiop_l to the ratio of the bandwidth of the integrator to that of
**he preceding mu!t_plierj that is to say, the ratio of '_! to _F"
{Notat!ons_ c:I and _L, used in the preceding section then correspond
to _ and y directly.)
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A2PENDIX II. SENSITIVITY CONCEPT
When the two signal strengths at the input terminals of the two
receivers are very different_ we must treat carefully the concept of
the receiver sensitivity. For example, if the output signal level is
much larger than the noise level, minimum detestable sensitivity
would no longer be a suitable parameter to characterize the receiver.
It would be better to define the differential temperature AT, which
corresponds to the smallest detectable increment _S in the output
signal power S. In other words AT signifies some accuracy of
measurement ZXA. The reiatlon between _S and &T is expressed by
{AII-1) ,_.%S_ k aT
S T
where T is the input signal temperature and k is a constant.
The output signal power is proportional to _he product of the
two input signal t_mperatures,
{AII- Z) S = CT1T z
= C K2 TI z
where C is a constant andK z = Tz /Tl. Thus
&S 2_ T I{An-3) -- -S
T!
Since in this case AS represents a signal fluctuation, it corresponds
to a noise component [for example N in Eq. [35} ),
{AII-4) S : _SSN _S "
The re fo re
: {AII-5) S T_ 1
N 2 _T l •
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We can introduce the concept of accuracy _A fron_ this result,
by setting ,__T1 in Eq. {AII-_} equal to M_ since T I is much larger
than Tz and _T 1 is dominant in the fluctuation term.
Concerning the input signal Ievelsj there are four typica! cases_
according to the variation of the two input signal -to-noise ratioj say
R I and Rz in Eq. {35). These are:
{1) R 1 >> Rz >> 1; both signals are much larger than the noise level
and one signal is much larger than the other.
({1') R l _ Rz >> 1; both signals are nearly the same
and much larger than the noise level.}
{2} R 1 >> Rz _ 1; one signal is much larger than the other which is
nearly equal to the noise Level.
{{Z') R1 g Rz _ 1; signals and noise level are comparable.}
{3) Rl >> 1 >> Rz ; one signal is much larger than the noise itvel_
while the other is much smaller.
[{3'} R1 _ 1 >> Rz _ one signal is nearly equal level to the noise
levels but much larger than the other.}
{4) 1 >> "Rl >> 1{2 • both signals are much smaller than the noise level
and one signal is much larger than the other.
{{4')1 >> R_ _ Rz • both signals are nearly same level and much
smaller than the noise level.} For all cases we assume that
two rece'vers are identical.
Let us consider the signa!-to-noise ratio first and the sensitivity
next in each case. In the case of [2')
{AII-6) S Z
N 2+ 1 + 1 + 1
where a = _i/m L.
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This is the most general expression for the signal-to-noise
ratio and cannot be further simplified.
In the case of (I) (and (1 '))
N _L _R,>>I_ .
In th-s case the signal output level would greatly exceed the noise
level; thus we must use the concept of accuracy here by means of
Eq. CAII-5),
(AII-8) S S ' Tl
N AS AT,
where
S = C T, Tz
= C " KZT, z
Z_S = C - K z • Z T, AT, .
Then
T, 1
(AII-9) AT, - Z e .
As the definition of accuracy, put AT, = zkA
TI _OL
(Aii-lO) _, - --/- .
coI
In the case of (Z)
(AF-II) S_N ZRzZRz+I" _ I<G%z >> 1)_1
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Since usually a >> 1, the signa!-to-noise ratio '.n t.his case is much
larger t,_an unity, hence we must consider again the accuracy as
follows; from the relation (At!-8) and (A!':-I 1)
_AII_IZ) ZRz a- Tl I
ZRz Z " AT--_-
puttingAT l = ATz = "__A, and R- ._S _ T T
- , where Tn!s the
-_N Tn FeTo
#.ece,ve_ noise and T in R "s substituted by -_%Tor _.&, thus
Z_A
ZD
(AII- 13) Tn Tl 1(x =
z---_+ I z ,_XA .
T n
Then
_AII-14) _A = TI + IT_ + 8 T ITna
4a
Tn_ T_ (1+ 1+8 a )4a
where the minus sign is neglected. If T_l << 8a
Tn
Tl _i Tn
_,AII-15) '_z)- 4a ,JT--T
8a
_ _TI Tn
.
If Tn >> 8a
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i Tl
Tl coL
4 _
£
Ln the case of (3)3
: {AII-17) --S ,_..ZKz • a
N Rz <<I .
In this case there exist two possible conditions_ one is ZRz • a >>I
and anothe r Z Rz a ._ I.
Under the condition ZP_z • _ >> 1_
{All-18) gRz • _ =_Tl . wl2 AT
hence, putting AT l = ATz = AA(3)
Under the condition ZR2 a <_ I,
(AII-g0) 2Rz a = 1
hence
1 _L
(AII-21) &T0) = _- FeT e "
_I "
..,.
In the case of {g),
S _ 2P,_Rz • a ,_1
_:_ {An-ZZ) _ R_+ I \Rz <<
%"
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Under the condition Rz • a <_ I
(AII-23) ZR_ Rz a = 1 .
RI +I
Thus
{Amz4) aT- I_ (i+,E-7-+[.<"_) .4e
1
If 8K z << --.(i
(nu-z5) AT($ : T n . 24a
= FeTo toL
Z _I "
When 8K z >>_I
(x
' I t°L
KFeT o
tAII-26) AT(_) = _ _ I .
Under the condition Rz a >> I,
(AII-Z7) ZRa Rz • a - T, 1
Ra + i Z AT, •
By putting AT, = ATz = AA'{_
, 1 i(AII-Z8) _i) = _ T, + get o • __.b_L
toI
_,_ .
In the case of (4)
(AII-Zg) S _ ZR_Rz • a
N Rz<< .
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.J
" In this case the output signal level could not be much larger
than the noise level_ so we may put S/N equal to unity_
i! (AII-30) ZR, Rz " o = i
_ and it seems to be sufficientto treat on!y the case i%I = Rz , i.e._
the case of [4:). Thus
AT 2
: zRZa =2 _ a = 1_
il TZn
the re fo re
FeTe I _L
(AII-31) _T(4) = __--
"
,_'
7
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